CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF OUR SENIORS
2015

SENIOR CAPSTONE PAPERS & HONOR THESES
IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Kaitlin Heather Barr
“How Culture Affects Biology: Why & How
Parents Make the Decision to Medicate their Child
Diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders”

Madalyn Grace Carpenter
“Stay-at-home Dads Combat Adversity,
Social Stigma and a Lack of Social Support”

Jessica Antionette Carroll
“Voodoo Unearthed: Race & Gender Empowerment
for African and African American Slaves in Louisiana”

Anna Christine Cassell*
“‘Something is Really Wrong’: Evaluating
Concussions & Early Retirement
in Women’s Collegiate Soccer”

Samantha Lee Duncan*
“Appraising Tacos: Unraveling Value-imbuings Processes
And Narratives of Authenticity”

Kathleen Patricia Ferraro
“Advocating for Cultural Competency
in Public Health Initiatives”

Moira Caitlin Geary*
“Citizenship & the Playground’s Place:
American Values at Play in Penny Park”

*Indicates Students Receiving Honors in Anthropology
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF OUR SENIORS
2015

SENIOR CAPSTONE PAPERS & HONOR THESES
IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Sarah Ann Hersey
“The Injury Narratives: Understanding Self
Through Sensation Experience in the Dancing Body”

Samuel Noel Howes*
“Topography, Memory, & Power:
Class & Ethnicity in Post-Roman Italy”

Katrina Margaret Hurst
“Cow vs Chow: The Roles of Names in Defining Human-
Livestock Interaction on Organic and Commercial Farms in
the United States”

Grace Ellen Jaworski
“Diseased Awareness: The Breast Cancer
Awareness Campaign & Shifting
Portrayals of the Female Breast”

Emily Cecile Kaplan
“The Problematic Use of Nutrition
to Alleviate Symptoms over Causes”

Nathan John Lamp*
"Embodying Narrative: Performative Transformations
of the ‘Self’ in Drama Therapy and Ritual Healing”

Victoria Marie Larsen*
"The Experience of Uncertainty among American Youth:
Situating Selfhood in Embodied Experience”

*Indicates Students Receiving Honors in Anthropology
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF OUR SENIORS
2015

SENIOR CAPSTONE PAPERS & HONOR THESES
IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Xe’Nedra Lucas
“Going Beyond Policy: How Maternal Health
Became a Solution to Global Health Problems”

Madeline Marie Miller*
“A Garden for Every Child’: An Anthropological Look at the
History, Efficacy, & Sustainability of School Gardens”

Anastasia Misheva
“Female Reproductive Senescence: A Review of Findings
on Evolutionary Context”

Samantha Victoria Palmer
“To Serve Man: An Anthropological Investigation
of Service Dogs in America”

Katherine Anna Ritter*
“The Evolutionary Development of Allergies: Examining
Current Treatment Strategies
That Target the Symptoms but not the Cause”

Ilan Arie Senerman*
“‘Millionaires at the Culinary Level’: How Fast Food, Global
Trends & the Search for a National Identity Led to the
Revival of Chilean Cuisine”

Marina Elaine Vernovsky
“Shopping for Nature: The Language of
Paradox in Natural Food Markets”

*Indicates Students Receiving Honors in Anthropology
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF OUR SENIORS
2015

SENIOR CAPSTONE PAPERS & HONOR THESIS
IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Alyssa Michelle Villacres
“Mastering a New Environment: Creating the Children’s Hospital Experience”

Nicholas Francis Wang*
“Sexual Function & Masculinity: How Prostate Cancer Treatment Side Effects Create Gender Identity Crises among Men in America”

Carriann Hayden Willis*
“Dynamic Landscapes: The Spatiality Of Social Relations at Ightham Mote”

Ellen Grace Wright
“Sunny with a Chance of Osteoporosis: Climate Change & its Effects on Bone Health & Development”

Matthew Jacob Zeitler
“Plastic Surgery in Korea: How Facial Reconstruction and Western Ideals of Beauty Infiltrated the Korean Cultural Landscape”

Matthew Yang Zhou*
“Renewed Ugandan Witchcraft: Analyzing Hybridized Local/Global Realities”

*Indicates Students Receiving Honors in Anthropology